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Dear Members of the Faculty Search Committee, 
 
My name is Ilaria Caiazzo, and I am a Sherman Fairchild Postdoctoral Fellow in the Theoretical 
Astrophysics department at Caltech. I am writing to apply for the advertised Assistant Professor 
position in Astronomy at Berkeley. 
 
In my work, I study stars and stellar remnants – white dwarfs, neutron stars and black holes – to 
answer open questions in different fields of stellar astrophysics: from stellar evolution to stellar 
and galactic dynamics, to high-energy emission processes. I have expertise in both theory and 
observations, and I investigate stars and their remnants by mining rich datasets from large 
surveys, leading multi-wavelength observational campaigns, and developing theoretical models 
for their emission processes, structure, and evolution. My research program is divided into three 
main threads: I am interested in constraining different aspects of stellar evolution by studying 
stars in clusters, I look for peculiar white dwarfs (magnetized, polluted, variable) that are key in 
understanding the last stages in the lives of stars and planetary systems, and I study neutron stars 
and black holes in the X-rays to probe the exotic physical processes that dominate their emission. 
My approach is similar in each project: inspired by the exciting new opportunities made available 
by new surveys and space missions, I develop theoretical models guided by fundamental questions 
and devise observational campaigns to test the models or to look for peculiar objects that can 
challenge our current theories. 
 
My research group at Berkeley would be at the forefront in exploiting the new facilities that are 
already revolutionizing stellar astronomy and will continue to do so in the next decade. Part of my 
proposed research program is focused on sieving through the new high-cadence photometric 
surveys (Gaia, PTF, ZTF, Kepler, TESS and soon, the Vera Rubin Observatory and LS4) to find 
interesting populations of variable stars. Furthermore, I am the PI for a JWST program aimed at 
detecting and studying brown dwarfs in globular clusters, as well as hunting for ancient planetary 
systems around white dwarfs. In the X-rays, I am the project scientist for a proposed X-ray 
telescope, Colibrì, and I am member of the science team for IXPE, the new NASA X-ray 
polarimeter that is changing our understanding of magnetars and X-ray binaries. I am also 
interested in multi-messenger astronomy: my program on white dwarf merger remnants will 
provide important constraints on the number of close white dwarf binaries whose gravitational 
waves will be detected by the Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA), and I plan to extend my 
focus to other stages of close binary evolution as well. One of my goals will be to establish a strong 



 
 

 
 
 
 

  
 

 

research program on variable and binary stars that would make Berkeley one of the main poles of 
attraction for researchers working on compact binaries in the LISA era. 
 
Berkeley would be an ideal place for carrying out my research program because of the range of 
exceptional faculties with whom I would be able to interact, the pool of excellent students that I 
could supervise, and the great access to observational facilities. My focus on stellar science with 
large surveys (like Rubin and LS4) would be a good fit for the department, complementing the 
extragalactic and transients interest of current faculty like Prof. Bloom, Prof. Margutti, Prof. 
Nugent, and Prof. Filippenko, while allowing for interesting collaborations. I would look forward 
to interacting with Prof. Lu and Prof. Kasen to discuss emission mechanisms in compact objects, 
and to collaborating with Prof. Weisz on old stellar populations. Also, my work on planetary 
systems around WDs would benefit from collaborations with the planetary group at Berkeley. 
Access to the Keck, Lick and Palomar observatories and to the new LS4 survey would also be key 
for my research program, and I would be interested in contributing to the development of new 
instruments; for example, I would push for the development of a multi-channel high-speed imager 
(similar to the very successful HIPERCAM on the GTC) on the Hale or on Keck, and for a high 
time resolution spectrograph, which would be an invaluable instrument for following up short-
period variable stars and binaries. 
 
The field of astronomy is continuously evolving, and every department that seeks to be a leading 
institution needs to continuously adjust and invest in new opportunities. I am always looking for 
opportunities for improvement and at Berkeley, I will strive to be a motor for innovation in the 
department. Because of this attitude, Prof.s Prince and Kulkarni asked me to lead the effort to 
create a Data Science Center at Caltech. Together with another postdoc, I organized a retreat in 
June 2022 for a large group of Caltech faculty members, staff scientists and postdocs, as well as 
external experts from other institutions, to discuss how to bring the Center to life. If I would join 
Berkeley as faculty, I would be very excited to be an active member of the Institute for Data 
Science. In my field, the need for machine learning and data science tools is becoming more and 
more pressing as the large photometric and spectroscopic surveys already operating or on the 
horizon are releasing ever larger, more heterogeneous, and more complex datasets. I would strive 
for the Institute to become a nucleation point for different science groups for developing and 
exchanging tools and algorithms, as data science works by identifying common computational 
problems across subdomains and abstracting them, and thus, much can be obtained by cross-
pollination between different fields.  
 
My research program is well suited to engage graduate and undergraduate students with different 
interests and strengths. In the past few years, many of my research projects have been led by 



 
 

 
 
 
 

  
 

 

students co-mentored by me and by Prof. Heyl and Prof. Richer at UBC. At Berkeley, students in 
my group would have the opportunity to be involved and trained in a variety of techniques and, 
thanks to my broad expertise, I would be able to supervise all such projects. Depending on the 
interests of each student, I could supervise Ph.D. theses focused on either population studies or 
theoretical modelling, or on observations. My students would have the chance to learn how to sieve 
through large and complex databases, how to propose for time on and analyze data from cutting-
edge observatories and space telescopes and how to plan for a new mission. 
 
Teaching for me is a great perk of becoming a professor. During my post-graduate career, I have 
welcomed any opportunity to teach, and I have already designed and taught a high-level 
undergraduate and graduate course at the University of British Columbia. I would look forward to 
teaching more classes in stellar astronomy, high-energy astrophysics, compact objects, but also 
physics courses and introduction to astronomy courses for science and non-science majors. As a 
teacher and as a mentor at Berkeley, I would strive to foster an equitable and inclusive 
environment in all my classes and in my research group, being mindful of the additional barriers 
that students from underrepresented backgrounds might encounter. 
 
Profs. Shrinivas Kulkarni, Jeremy Heyl, and Lilia Ferrario have agreed to provide letters of  
recommendation on my behalf. Please contact me if you have further questions regarding my  
application.  
 
Hoping that you will consider me for the position, I thank you for your time. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Dr. Ilaria Caiazzo 
Sherman Fairchild Fellow 


